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The effects of war refuse to remain local: they persist through the centuries, sometimes in
unlikely ways far removed from the military arena. In Ripples of Battle,the acclaimed historian
Victor Davis Hanson weaves wide-ranging military and cultural history with his unparalleled gift
for battle narrative as he illuminates the centrality of war in the human experience.The Athenian
defeat at Delium in 424 BC brought tactical innovations to infantry fighting; it also assured the
influence of the philosophy of Socrates, who fought well in the battle. Nearly twenty-three
hundred years later, the carnage at Shiloh and the death of the brilliant Southern strategist
Albert Sidney Johnson inspired a sense of fateful tragedy that would endure and stymie
Southern culture for decades. The Northern victory would also bolster the reputation of William
Tecumseh Sherman, and inspire Lew Wallace to pen the classicBen Hur. And, perhaps most
resonant for our time, the agony of Okinawa spurred the Japanese toward state-sanctioned
suicide missions, a tactic so uncompromising and subversive, it haunts our view of non-Western
combatants to this day.
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1862 Delium, 424 B.C.Delium: Routes of Retreat IntroductionOn my rare visits to the local
cemetery, I am always struck by the unremarkable grave of Victor Hanson. The inscription is as
spare as the stone itself—name, state, rank, dates of birth and death, and nothing much more
except the nondescript “29 Marines / 6 Marine Div / World War II.” Unlike the other impressive
tombstones of relatives in the family plot, there are no inscribed res gestae, not even a “loving
father” much less a “beloved grandfather.” A man who dies tragically, young, and alone does so
without capital, either monetary or human. When he leaves behind no progeny, it is evident in the
modesty of his commemoration.But then his mother died in childbirth, his father was blinded in
the vineyard by a sulfur-machine accident. He was killed at twenty-three, without wife or children,
his body eventually shipped back and reinterred in Kingsburg, California. And because Victor
was an only child, when he died on Okinawa, his father Victor Hanson’s thin line perished as
well. Had his memory vanished as well?Certainly there are no Hansons left of Victor’s direct
ancestry to appreciate the significance of his modest epitaph, whose calculus—death recorded
on May 19, 1945, serving in the 29th Regiment, 2nd Battalion, Company F of the 6th Marine
Division—reflected his presence at the nexus of one of the worst days of the bloodiest campaign
in the Pacific theater, the final assault and capture of Sugar Loaf Hill and its environs. William
Manchester, of the same regiment, wrote of the bloody assaults on Sugar Loaf:Infantry couldn’t
advance. Every weapon was tried: tanks, Long Toms, rockets, napalm, smoke, naval gunfire,
aircraft. None of them worked. If anything, the enemy’s hold on the heights grew stronger. The
Japanese artillery never seemed to let up, and every night Ushijima sent fresh troops up his side
of the hill. We kept rushing them, moving like somnambulists, the weight of Sugar Loaf pressing
down on us, harder and harder. And as we crawled forward, shamming death whenever a flare
burst over us, we could almost feel the waves of darkness moving up behind us. In such
situations a man has very little control over his destiny.Victor was shot as his company beat back
the last death-charges of suicidal Japanese to defend the hill, dying on Okinawa on the evening
(May 18) before those who were left of his 29th Marines were finally relieved and evacuated from
the battle. The official history of American operations on Okinawa reads, “A platoon of Company
F also tried to advance along the ridge toward the west, but the leader was killed and the platoon
withdrew under heavy mortar fire.” The authors then summarize the sacrifice, “On the next day,
19 May, the 4th Marines relieved the exhausted 29th Marines. During the 10-day period up to
and including the capture of Sugar Loaf the 6th Marine Division had lost 2,662 killed or



wounded; there were also 1,289 cases of combat fatigue. In the 22nd and 29th Marines three
battalion commanders and eleven company commanders had been killed or wounded.”In
addition, the official history of the 6th Marine Division remarked of the exposed position of
Company F on Sugar Loaf on the day of Victor’s death that “heavy fire continued to come from
Horseshoe Hill and company F was dispatched in that direction. The assault was perfectly
maneuvered; the Marines went right to the crest, where the fight developed into a grenade battle
at close quarters with a terrific mortar barrage.”To read accounts of those savage uphill assaults
against entrenched Japanese is to wonder not why Victor was killed on May 18, but how in
God’s name had he lived that long? After all, in just a few days, three thousand Marines were
killed or gravely wounded in and around Sugar Loaf Hill, more Allied soldier casualties than lost
on Monte Cassino and about the same number as on Tarawa. His 29th Regiment suffered 82
percent casualties on Okinawa and for all practical purposes had ceased to exist.Yet without
ostentatious stones, lasting works of fame, or any surviving immediate family, had the childless,
young Victor Hanson really perished on that godforsaken hill with dozens of his friends on May
18? Surely not. Growing up, I heard his name nearly daily. My father was his first cousin, but the
two were more like brothers, given their near-identical ages and lifelong companionship; for a
time they lived side-by-side on adjoining farms, went to the same college, and joined the
Marines. And so it was that the last half century our parents talked often about this mysterious
dead man. “If only Vic had lived,” the refrain went, followed by all sorts of counterfactuals
concerning the subsequent sad fate of his father, his high school and college prospects, whom
he might have married, children reared, partnerships entered with my father, grandparents
consoled, college work that presaged future success, farms saved—rather than people
saddened, sickened, and cast adrift, and homesteads soon to be sold or lost. I began as a child
almost to resent this shadowy moral exemplar, who had died without making a mistake, thus
leaving his namesake with the burden of emulating such character.My mother and father both
offered these what-ifs, since all three of them had left farms in central California to attend the
College of the Pacific together up in Stockton. “He was a wonderful man,” I would hear from her
as a youth. After my mother’s death, Victor’s high school girlfriend, now widowed in her eighties,
with great-grandchildren, often emerged from the past to keep up the refrain of praise and honor;
she has now supervised the construction of a small memorial to the four fighting Hansons in the
center of Kingsburg Memorial Park, once the site of their ancestral homestead. She visits still,
and just a few weeks ago left me a formal handwritten note that ended:Cpl. Hanson, only son
and child of Victor Sr. and grandson of Nels and Cecilia Hanson, was killed in action on May 19,
1945—age 23 years and 3 months, along with another 12,500 valiant young men. The
Kingsburg Recorder said of Victor Jr.—“He reflected the gentility emanating from his
grandmother Cecilia (reared by her when he became a motherless infant). Those who knew him,
all apprised him as a gentle man.” Victor Hanson, Jr. never returned to his home on 1965 18th
Avenue, Kingsburg, California—Hanson Corner. He was awarded the Purple Heart
posthumously.From his surviving yellow letters on Marine stationery, I had already sensed just



that humility, unusual even for the accepted modesty of that better age. And then recently I
received a phone call from eighty-year-old Michael Senko, who occupied the foxhole where
Victor died, and without warning had replied to my efforts in learning about Victor’s last
moments. He too emphasized his “gentleness,” adding that he was a “perfect guy”—this
remembrance from over a half century later. In a letter to his grandparents from basic training at
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, after briefly and nonchalantly detailing all sorts of trial
amphibious landings, marathon marches, and assorted tests of endurance, Victor was far more
concerned with the health and safety of his octogenarian surrogate parents back home here in
the 1940s small farming town of Kingsburg. The final paragraph reads: “I’m really glad to hear
that you are all fine, because I wonder all the time if you are all O.K. I’m just fine, couldn’t be
better and never weighed more. I guess I weigh over 200—not enough hard work I guess. Well I
guess I better close for now. Hoping this letter finds you all well and fine, Love
Victor.”Occasionally a few sketchy details would emerge about his demise. “A damn machine
gun got him from when he wasn’t looking,” my Swedish grandfather offered twenty years after
Victor’s death, before coughing in midsentence and in anger—his own lungs had been ruined
from gas in the Argonne. Other vague accounts mentioned his company being cut off and
surrounded. Until this May I have often wondered how anyone knew of his last moments.“They
had no business putting those boys there on Okinawa in that way,” my dad also on occasion spit
out at the end of one of his angry monologues. “They played right into Jap hands. Hell, we were
bombing Japan to bits anyway, and they could have just passed that damn island by. But no, that
was not the Marine idea of how to get things done.” What an odd thought: my generation who
knew no battle had thought that we bombed too severely and unduly punished the Japanese;
my father’s who fought the war was convinced that the air war was too late and not enough—and
thus did not prevent the Japanese from punishing fellow Americans on places like Okinawa.Both
cousins had, in fact, joined the Marines; for an altercation with his officer my father was
drummed out of basic training but not formally charged—the embarrassing details were never
revealed to us—on the stipulation that he join the Army Air Corps, which eventually led him to
something as equally horrific as Okinawa. Still, even armed with that disclosure I never quite
understood why his anger was sometimes turned inward; surely it was not from a failure to fight
on Okinawa side-by-side with Vic. At his other outbursts the remorse appeared even more
bizarre, as he hinted that had the murderous B-29s—he had flown on thirty-nine missions from
Tinian over Japan as a central fire-control gunner—firebombed Japan earlier and harder,
Okinawa would have been irrelevant. In his logic, if a three-hundred-plane B-29 aerial armada
had carpeted Japan in 1944 rather than in the spring and summer of 1945, Victor would perhaps
have had garrison duty only, mopping up a few stalwart resisters on the charred island of
Kyushu. Given the dreadful incendiary missions he had flown—only his crew and one other of
the sixteen bombers in his original squadron survived—I, the solicitous and embarrassed
college student in the mid-1970s, had once tried to offer solace. “Well, Dad, it’s hard to think you
guys were slow; after all, you just about burned down the entire country in two months as it



was.”Most of my fellow university students at the time—to the degree they even knew or thought
of World War II—in lockstep condemned the bombing, both conventional and atomic, as
barbaric an act as Vietnam was then. My strange father, alone in the world, I gathered, felt that
the horrific firestorms had been too little and too late! Such are the lifelong wages of rage when
farm boys reluctantly leave their homesteads to kill those who have killed their own.Victor’s
Marine picture was—and still is—on our wall. Where his effects of a half century earlier went I
don’t know. Only a few were apparently given to my late father. They usually turned up only by
accident when I was a child. One day in 1962 in the barn I pulled out of the rafters a massive
thirty-five-ounce Louisville Slugger with “Victor Hanson” burned into the wood; we used it for five
years, put in screws, tape, and resin until at last it shattered with age and overuse. It was a
massive bat, fitting seventeen years earlier for a young Swede of well over six feet three inches
and 200 pounds.When I went to UC Santa Cruz in the early 1970s, I took his college briefcase,
then already thirty years old, with “VH” stamped in two places. Its age and queer construction on
occasion brought offers of purchase from affluent would-be renegades from Los Angeles, who
found its strange canvas and leather bindings, now stuffed with Greek and Latin books, either
exotic or perhaps even organic. “His grandmother bought it for him,” my father explained, adding,
“With his degree he was supposed to be an officer, not join the Marines at the front.” Even at
eighteen I had been aware of the ludicrous contrast between the two Victor Hansons leaving the
farm with that same satchel—one halfheartedly entering the indolent, self-absorbed culture of
UC Santa Cruz, the other eagerly departing for the inferno of the United States Marine Corps of
1944.Despite the daily reminder of the monogrammed briefcase, I tried to forget about Victor,
but he nevertheless seemed to return on the most unlikely of occasions. Four years later at
graduation, the pleasant parents of a Japanese friend from Okinawa ate with us at a
postbaccalaureate dinner. I spotted my father sitting nearby and grimaced at what I knew would
—had to—follow; this was, remember, Santa Cruz in 1975 (nearly thirty years to the month after
Victor’s death). Our roommate’s mother made a perfectly sensible remark about the Americans
and the hardships of her childhood growing up in wartime Japan; her husband from Okinawa
also mentioned the war and the American bloodletting on the island.In the smiling, laid-back
atmosphere of a June graduation on Monterey Bay, everybody became more candid amid the
white wine, the polite chatting, and the table talk. Could we not all agree about what the
Americans had done? Comfortable in the university climate of rising diversity, attuned to what
they saw as the new American enlightenment of shame and remorse over the recent bombing in
Vietnam, someone let slip the B-29s, the firebombings, the suicides on Okinawa, and all those
regrettable acts of American barbarity.It was all downhill from there. I have tuned out everything
of my beet-red father’s response to these gracious middle-aged Japanese except his last crude
sentence: “It was not enough for what the Japanese did.” In their defense, who at such a place
and at such a time—the students and their folk at Santa Cruz were not of the warrior class—
could anticipate Victor’s ghost?His letters to his grandparents mostly worried that he might not
be good enough for the Marines, that should he fail various endurance tests, he might not make



the cut for jungle fighting overseas, that through some imagined lapse of muscular strength—he
was a highly sought-after scholarship college athlete who, with my father, played for Amos
Alonzo Stagg at the College of the Pacific—he might not be a good enough Marine and so be
replaced by someone more deserving, someone better. In one note to his grandparents, he
expressed concern that the Marine-issue rifles might be insufficient for jungle warfare:Could you
be on the lookout for a .45 cal. Automatic Pistol? The model is 1911 or 1911A1. They don’t issue
them to you any more but they are desirable to have besides a rifle in combat. They come in
handy in case your rifle or carbine fails to fire. They look something like this [a sketch follows]—
that’s a rough idea. If you happen to run across one and it is a good one we’ll buy it; you can use
the money I sent you to put in the bank. I think you can get a new one from $45 to $60, but I don’t
believe you’ll be able to find a new one. Let me know if you have any luck. . . . Today it is sure a
beautiful day, nice and spring like. We still have cold mornings. Well I guess I better close for
now. Love, VictorI imagine that his two eighty-five-year-old immigrant grandparents immediately
left their small Swedish farm to drive up to Fresno in search of a .45 pistol for their grandson so
that he might kill, rather than be killed by, the Japanese. To no avail; whether they found one or
not, I have no knowledge.As I said, in the spring of 2002 I made efforts over six decades later to
discover whether a single man from F Company was still alive—anyone who had either survived
the hell of Okinawa or sixty years of life subsequent, or might have known Victor Hanson. For
nearly sixty years, what was left of my family had known about Victor’s last hours apparently only
from the official Marine letter of condolences. A first lieutenant, Robert J. Sherer, had written our
family of Victor’s death on July 26, 1945: “Our Company had attacked and seized Crescent
Ridge on the enemy held Naha-Shuri line on 18 May and we were digging in for the night when
we began to receive heavy fire from an enemy machine-gun to our left. It was at this time that
Corporal Hanson was wounded. He was given medical attention immediately, but lived only a
short time. He was given a fitting burial. . . .”What I soon discovered was quite startling. There
were indeed survivors of Company F—and their recollections left me quite stunned. Richard
Whitaker—a veteran of F Company, 2nd Battalion, 29th Marines who was wounded on Sugar
Loaf Hill the night Victor was killed, and a prominent hero in George Feifer’s moving Tennozan:
The Battle of Okinawa and the Atomic Bomb—helped me locate a few surviving members of Fox
Company. Among them was none other than Robert J. Sherer!After last writing the Hanson
family fifty-seven years ago, now in his eighties he once more, on February 28, 2002, kindly sent
me a second letter about Victor in the same elegant and dignified prose: “Victor Hanson, Jr. had
been trained and was serving as a Fire Team Leader. He was a Corporal and was recognized as
an outstanding Marine and leader. . . . I can recall seeing Corporal Hanson standing to hurl a
grenade and being hit by fire from the enemy machine gun. My ‘Runner,’ PFC Ryan in the
foxhole next to me was similarly hit by machine gun fire. Both died immediately, as did PFC
Madigan. Sgt. Bill Twigger was wounded in the thigh and was ordered evacuated.”Just a few
days after the letter from Robert Sherer came the previously mentioned phone call from a 6th
Marine Division veteran, Mike Senko, with a wealth of detail about Sugar Loaf and accounts as



moving as Sherer’s. And then arrived the next day an unbelievably dignified narrative from none
other than once-wounded Bill Twigger, who, like Robert Sherer, six decades later shed more
particulars upon Victor’s death not before known to any in our family. “The news came down the
line that Vic Hanson had caught an enemy machine-gun burst in his right thigh, and, before a
corpsman could reach him to administer aid, he bled to death. The report was quickly confirmed
that by reason of the shock of so massive a wound, Vic did not endure prolonged suffering, but
died virtually instantly.”And then Bill Twigger finished with a final, heartrending anecdote—which
I think I can quote without embarrassment to the parties involved: “There is a tragic sequel to this
event. Upon hearing of Victor’s death, young Peter Madigan lost his moorings, rose from his thus-
far secure position and with loud shouting and cursing rushed into the open only to be cut down
by rifle fire.” In explanation and recollection, Twigger wrote of Madigan’s near simultaneous
death, “Trivia and vulgarity had no places in Victor’s vernacular. A hulk of a guy, the heftiest of us
all, he was befriended by the ‘runt’ of the bunch, Peter Madigan.” Twigger elaborated on what a
fine person Madigan had been, in moving language, like Sherer’s, that today’s graduate students
could only hope to emulate.But still this was not the end to this strange unfolding cycle of events.
Finally, on March 31, 2002, on the eve of the fifty-seventh anniversary of the landing on
Okinawa, I received an unexpected call from one Louis Ittmann, another veteran of Fox
Company who had also learned of my inquiry. Yes, he too had known Victor Hanson quite well,
and confirmed the picture of him—a massive, good-natured Swedish college graduate who bled
to death from a machine gun burst on Sugar Loaf Hill. After an engaging conversation, Louis
Ittmann finished by requesting something quite unexpected: would I, he asked, like Victor’s ring?
Ring?Was this 1945 or 2002, I thought—and was I a comfortable forty-eight-year-old professor,
or the old Swedish patriarch Nels Hanson, tottering out in his vineyard at eighty-one, stricken
with the news of his lost grandson? Ittmann then explained. In a premonition of his death on
Sugar Loaf Hill, Victor had earlier asked his friends to, in the event of his demise, remove his
treasured ring and send it home. They had tried; but in attempting to deliver it to Kingsburg,
California, out of courtesy they had first called our farm. The distraught family—my uncle,
grandparents, and cousins—was too upset to come to the phone. Thus the good steward, Louis
Ittmann, since that awful night fifty-seven years ago, had watched over Victor’s ring. On May 21,
2002, it arrived in the mail, its band cut, either from wear or the necessary efforts to remove it
from the finger of Victor sometime after he was brought down from Sugar Loaf Hill. I am now
holding it as I write this, and as a classicist I am mesmerized by the engraved silhouette of a
Roman legionary. When did Victor buy it? And why was a Roman soldier on a ring of a farm boy
in central California of the late 1930s and 1940s?Since my parents are dead and the rest of
most other Hansons as well, those and other questions I suppose will remain unanswered. But I
do know that I have never communicated with more gracious men than those 6th Marine
Division veterans of that awful night on May 18 on Okinawa—Whitaker, Sherer, Senko, Twigger,
Ittmann, and a few others—who kindly and freely shared their remembrances with me by letter
and phone some fifty-seven years later. There was no bitterness evident in their prose and in



their voices against the questionable strategy of sending them all head-on against the
entrenched and veteran crack troops just weeks before the war’s end; nor any lasting hatred
mentioned of the Japanese; nor apologies for their tough combat; nor anything but moving
appreciation expressed for this present country, especially in this current trial of our own.When I
asked whether there could have been another way to win Okinawa, one sighed and said, “Maybe
—but Okinawa was an island of thousands of enemy soldiers in our way to Japan, and we
couldn’t just leave that many of them behind us. We were at war.” When I pressed further
whether the tactics of head-on charges against entrenched troops made sense, the general
consensus was, “Who knows? But that was the Marine way and we accepted it. It was our job to
take the island, and we did it.” Despite the horror of what they went through, there seemed a
Virgilian sense of pride in their sacrifice: Forsan et haec olim meminisse iuvabit [Perhaps there
shall come a day when it will be sweet to remember even these things].Given the large number
of American dead on Okinawa, I do not believe that the good and experienced men who
planned the storming of Okinawa—Operation Iceberg—in the luxury suites of the San Francisco
St. Francis Hotel were all that wise in the manner of their war making. Neither do I give all that
much credence to the United States Army’s official narrative of the campaign, which concluded
with the confident excuse, “The military value of Okinawa exceeded all hope.” I acknowledge that
both traditional and revisionist historians have only scorn for those like me who question the
need for or the logic of Iceberg—and I can offer no alternative to the strategy of taking the island
that might have ensured fewer dead on either side. Surely I do not know how the Americans
could have gone ahead with plans to invade Japan with the knowledge that they either could not
or would not eliminate first a veteran army of 110,000 Japanese on Okinawa at their rear. And I
also know that others more illustrious died on Okinawa—Ernie Pyle, Gen. Simon Bolivar
Buckner himself, and several Medal of Honor winners. And I grant that the death of a twenty-
three-year-old farm boy I never met from Kingsburg, California, pales besides two hundred
thousand combined Japanese soldiers and Okinawan civilians incinerated, blown apart, and
slowly starved to death that summer. Yes, I accept all that, but I also know of the wide ripples of
one man’s death, and as I look at his ring they have not ended—at least not quite yet.“Great
battles,” Winston Churchill remarked, “change the entire course of events, create new standards
of values, new moods, in armies and in nations.” They do, and we Americans, individually and
collectively alike, have not yet seen all the “new moods and values” created “in nations” by
September 11, 2001. The longer-term ripples of that attack are still washing up—long after the
first tidal waves of horror that swept over us in the days following the crashing of airliners into the
symbols of American economic and military power.We know that there are three thousand dead.
A trillion dollars in capital has been lost; $100 billion in property damage was incurred; and
millions of Americans were put out of work. The government itself was transformed—citizens
worldwide were delayed and disrupted by increased security measures. Access to public
facilities is now restricted. Private nagging fear and doubt about future attacks remain. We will
not grasp for years the full interplay of events set in motion by the sudden vaporization of



thousands in the late summer of 2001. The orphans and children of orphans not yet born will not
—cannot—forget September 11 because they are now part of it forever.The victims of the World
Trade Center, the Pentagon, and the crashing airliners did not fall in pitched battle. They were
not even armed. None were expecting their fate. Yet they were nonetheless combat casualties of
self-described warriors—indeed, the first terrible fatalities of what may prove to be a long war.
And because battle by its very nature radically changes history in ways that even other seminal
events—elections, revolutions, inventions, assassinations, and plagues—cannot, it will require
decades before historians can chart all the aftershocks that followed September 11.Churchill’s
“great battles” often dispel the easy assumptions of peacetime, as democracies, once attacked,
are aroused from their somnolence to deadly and unpredictable fury. Before the carnage at
Shiloh, Ulysses S. Grant forecast that the Civil War would be ended by “one great battle.”
Afterward—with more casualties on April 6–8, 1862, than in all of America’s wars up to that time
—generals realized that in a novel fight with rifled muskets and canister shot, a great number of
young men on both sides would have to die before the South would accept Union primacy. A
previously labeled “crazy” Sherman would use his sudden Shiloh fame and the new realities of
total war to think the once unthinkable—and in a few months lead thousands on the March to the
Sea.Just as Grant and his generals woke up from Shiloh on April 8 to a new world, so did
Americans on September 12. In a blink the old idea of easy retaliation by using cruise missiles or
saber-rattling press conferences seems to have vanished. With the end of that mirage, the two-
decade fear of losing a single life to protect freedom and innocent civilians also disappeared.
Past ideas of restraint, once thought to be mature and sober, were now in an instant revealed
more to be reckless in their naïveté and derelict by their disastrous consequences. In the years
to come we may well see far more nightmarish things in our military arsenal than bunker-busters
and daisy-cutters. Americans once feared to retaliate against random bombings; terrorists now
wonder when we will stop—as the logic of September 11 methodically advances to its ultimate
conclusion. Aroused democracies reply murderously to enemy assaults in a manner absolutely
inconceivable to their naïve attackers.At peace and in affluence, many Americans look back in
revulsion at Hiroshima, but hardly any of these moral censors were mature enough in 1945 to
remember Okinawa. They can hardly appreciate what suicidal fanaticism in April, May, and June
of that year had taught past generations: over 12,000 American dead, 35,000 more wounded,
and over 300 ships damaged. In fact, 35 percent of all American combatants who fought in and
around Okinawa were casualties. The Japanese lost 100,000 killed and another 100,000 civilian
casualties—much of it in hand-to-hand fighting on this large island, but an island minuscule in
comparison with the far better defended and as yet unconquered Japanese mainland.Far more
often than a suicidal attack on people at work, battle consists of a few hours of reciprocal and
organized killing in which thousands of soldiers collide to decide the fate of thousands more to
the rear. In the melee, heroism, bravery, or even superior technology cannot guarantee survival.
Combatants often perish due to accident and simple bad luck, with consequences that become
apparent often only decades later. Battle also is not merely a logical continuance of politics, but



an abnormal event in which thousands of warriors—most often in the past, young male adults—
are freed to kill each other for a few hours, a dramatic and strange experience bound to change
their lives and the fate of their families and friends for centuries thereafter.Battles are deliberate
and entirely human-inspired. Not being accidental occurrences, they can be even more
calamitous to the human psyche than the occasional greater carnage caused by natural
disasters or human catastrophes—such as mine explosions or raging fires and floods that fall as
acts of God upon the entire civilian population. It is said that divorce can be worse for children
than the demise of a parent; so too the battle dead are harder to take for their surviving kin than
fatalities from the highway or plague. You see men, not gods, are deliberately responsible for the
dead of battle, in the conscious effort to slay other humans and not through mere carelessness
or errors in judgment. In time we can come to accept the deaths of loved ones if they fall into
chasms or die of infection—less so when we know that their youthful bodies were torn apart by
angry humans without help from nature.People forgive the ravages of water and flame, but less
so Japanese, American, or German slayers. Battle—again so unlike nature—brings with it
bothersome and nagging ideas of preventability, culpability, causation, and responsibility
married to the lingering notions of what-if?, whose fault?, and he, not it, did this. Anger, passion,
and revenge always erupt from battle. “Remember the Alamo,” “. . . the Maine,” or “. . . Pearl
Harbor” inflames nations in a way that the far greater losses from polio, Hurricane Carla, or the
Anchorage earthquake cannot. We do not bury even heroic lifeguards or smoke jumpers in
Arlington National Cemetery or put them atop bronze horses. Hundreds of firemen perish each
decade, but rarely instantaneously and in great number trying to rescue thousands of their kin
while under attack by a foreign enemy.The social sparks that fly from battle ignite entire societies
and soon become the flames of history. Herodotus reminds us that in war, fathers bury sons
rather than sons fathers. Euripides insists that wives and mothers, like those of his Trojan
Women who grieve and suffer over their lost ones, have it worse than soldiers themselves.
Historians remind us that our own Civil War was a “rich man’s war, and a poor man’s fight.” The
forces of opposition to American segregation that had remained dormant in peace were
awakened by World War II—as the nonwhite fought well for a country they loved but that did not
accord them full political equality.Battles, then, rip open the scabs of wounds of generational
rivalry, the age-old competition between the sexes, class struggle, and racial strife. Already
Americans ask, “How could aliens so easily enter the United States and under what
auspices?”—as the government in response moves radically to reassess the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Meanwhile, the once reactionary idea of profiling suspects by age,
gender, religion, and ethnicity should have disappeared—but apparently not altogether when the
19 murderers of 3,000 innocents were uniformly young, male, Islamic, from the Arab world, and
living stealthily in the United States.Battle is the raucous transformer of history because it also
accelerates in a matter of minutes the usually longer play of chance, skill, and fate. Mistakes
become fatal in seconds rather than remaining irrelevant lapses of day-to-day existence. Deaths
are not the singular and often anticipated events among families, but occur en masse, wholly



unexpected, and often horrifically. Education, training, and aristocratic pretension may become
meaningless in combat. Many of those with the top-dog views at the World Trade Center were
doomed; janitors and clerks on the bottom floor lobbies had a better chance of flight. A destitute
homeless person found safety on the sidewalk five blocks away by his very failure and
subsequent distance from society’s sophisticated and visible machinery, while a Harvard MBA,
distinguished record of hard work and rare discipline, ensured that a stockbroker was in the line
of fire as an easy target who had the grand views of Floor 93.So battle is a great leveler of
human aspiration when it most surely should not be. Stray bullets kill brave men and miss
cowards. They tear open great doctors-to-be and yet merely nick soldiers who have a criminal
past, pulverizing flesh when there is nothing to be gained and passing harmlessly by when the
fate of whole nations is at stake. And that confusion, inexplicability, and deadliness have a
tendency to rob us of the talented, inflate the mediocre, and ruin or improve the survivors—but
always at least making young men who survive not forget what they have been through.Usually,
military historians examine decisive battle in either a strategic or tactical context—the role of
Lepanto or Hastings in deciding the larger pulse of wars, which end, renew, or are unaffected by
a single day’s butchery. Just as commonly, scholars see battle more as the science of how to
destroy thousands through maneuver and technology. Books abound on Hannibal’s
encirclement at Cannae, the stealth of Arminius, Rommel’s use of Panzers, or LeMay’s devilish
brew over Tokyo. But rarely do we appreciate battles as human phenomena or the cumulative
effects—the ripples—that change communities for years, or centuries even, well after the day’s
killing is over. And to do that we must reexamine some well-known battles of the past in different
ways, and measure others that heretofore have not warranted much attention on the grounds of
their tactical irrelevance, bad timing, or absence of suitable witnesses and recorders.Great men
are cut down in battle who could have saved thousands of other lives; families ruined for
centuries due to a single bullet. And by the same token, the supposedly mediocre emerge from
battle, with the acclaim and opportunity to match their innate (and previously unknown and
untapped) talent. Plays, poems, and novels are written because of a day’s fighting, art
commissioned, philosophy born. Whole schools of thought are created or deemed flawed by a
battle.In this regard I plead guilty to the classical notion—more or less continuous from
Herodotus and Thucydides to the close of the nineteenth century—of the primacy of military
history. In theory, of course, all events have equal historical importance—the creation of a
women’s school in nineteenth-century America, the introduction of the stirrup, the domestication
of the chicken, or the introduction of the necktie. And such social or cultural developments,
whether they are dramatic or piecemeal, do on occasion change the lives of millions.Yet in
reality, all actions are still not so equal. We perhaps need to recall the more traditional definitions
of the craft of history—a formal record of past events that are notable or worthy of remembrance.
Whereas I Love Lucy might have transformed the way thousands of Americans in the 1950s and
1960s saw suburban life, women’s roles, or Cubans, it still did not alter the United States in the
manner of a Yorktown, Gettysburg, or Tet—in creating, preserving, or almost losing an entire



society. It was an event of the past, but not necessarily either notable or worthy of remembrance
or commemoration.Nor are all battles themselves equal. Ostensibly, the greater the number of
participants, the more critical the tactical, strategic, and political stakes at play—and the more
blood on the butcher’s bill, the more likely is the engagement to make history. From what we
know more than a century after the fact, Gettysburg—whether we look at Lee’s climactic failure
to topple the North, the heroism on Little Roundtop, the sheer number of dead and wounded, or
Lincoln’s address—was more momentous than Pea Ridge fought in March 1862 to ensure that
Missouri would remain in the Northern camp. All remember Salamis, where Western civilization
was saved in its eleventh hour from Xerxes; few recall Artemisium weeks earlier, where storms
and Greek courage helped hold off for a time the invading Persian fleet.Scholars argue over the
so-called “great battles” as historians and compilers continue to publish such lists—in no clear
agreement whether Antietam or Vicksburg, Normandy Beach or the Bulge, Stalingrad or Kursk
were the real seminal events. Yet my purpose here is not to enter that fray other than to discuss
its existence in the epilogue. Rather, I wish to show that while all battles are not equivalent in
their effects upon civilization, they do share at least this common truth: there will be some
fundamental and important consequences beyond other more normal occurrences, given the
unnatural idea of men trying to kill each other in a few hours in a relatively confined space.
Battles really are the wildfires of history, out of which the survivors float like embers and then
land to burn far beyond the original conflagration. To teach us those important lessons we must
go back through the past to see precisely how such calamities affected now lost worlds—and
yet still influence us today.In that regard, I have selected across time and space three less well-
known battles of spears, black powder, and modern guns to show how our lives even today have
been changed in ways we do not readily appreciate—and by a few hours long ago that few
recall. Most of us know something of Marathon, but almost nothing of the obscure battle of
Delium in 424 B.C. Gettysburg is part of the American heritage, less so Shiloh a year earlier.
Books and films herald Normandy Beach; almost none commemorate the far greater losses on
Okinawa—a savage event less well known than Iwo Jima, where far fewer were killed.These
battles in themselves are tragic—not always inherently evil, yet much less very often good.
Instead, moral appraisals of battle rest with the nature of the combatants, the causes for which
men kill and die, and the manner in which they conduct themselves on the battlefield. Yet battles
at least alter history for centuries in a way other events cannot. And we should remember that
lesson both when we go to war and try to make sense of the peace that follows.CHAPTER 1The
Wages of Suicide: Okinawa,April 1–July 2, 1945Recipe for a HolocaustThroughout the fall of
2001 and early 2002, the military referents in the West for the war against the Islamic
fundamentalists were the fanatical kamikazes of Okinawa of the past—their letters published in
newspapers, the Pacific war recounted by columnists, and veterans of the conflict interviewed
on television. Suicide bombing by nature is at first horrifying, calling into doubt the notion of a
shared human instinct for self-preservation. Suicide killers are purportedly of a creed not of this
world, and thus instill despair that such enemies can ever be thwarted and that somehow theirs



is a superior ideology by its singular ability to galvanize thousands to kill themselves for the
cause. Yet Okinawa reminds us that there are plenty of far more frightening mechanisms to
ensure that it fails. Contrary to our own popular doubts and fears, the horror of Okinawa entailed
the frustration, not the success, of kamikazes. And with that result there ensued the lessons that
suicide warriors are not always willing volunteers, much less superhuman, but themselves just
as often unsure and full of doubt. Literature and culture were changed by Okinawa, but the
ripples of that battle were also military; after September 11 they lap up as never before to remind
us that there remains an array of tactics and long-term strategies by those who fight to live that
will ensure failure to those trying to die.The forces arrayed for the American invasion of Okinawa
on April 1, 1945—Operation Iceberg—were gargantuan. The greatest armada of combined
naval and land power in the history of the Pacific war was prepared to storm an island not much
more than sixty miles in length. In terms of initial troops to be landed, firepower arrayed, and
tonnage to be used, the American invasion was larger than the one seen at Normandy nearly a
year earlier. Indeed, Okinawa was perhaps the most impressive sea and ground assault since
Xerxes’ invasion of Greece in 480 B.C.—but then, both those earlier invasions had been directed
against the continent of Europe, not an island in the Pacific.Nearly 1,600 ships carried over a
half million Americans toward Okinawa. A quarter million soldiers—infantry, support troops,
airmen, and sailors in various branches of the military—eventually hoped to occupy the island.
Sixty thousand Marines and army infantrymen of the newly formed 10th Army would embark on
the first day alone, supported by bombs from some 40 aircraft carriers of various types and
shells from 18 battleships and 150 destroyers. Some 183,000 actual infantry combatants from
the army and the Marines were ready to join the fight on the island during the ninety-day
campaign. Over 12,000 combat aircraft on the American side could, in theory, be thrown into the
fight. The campaign was planned as a textbook American exercise in overwhelming material and
numerical power that would simply bury even the most courageous adversaries.Many of the
invading Americans were hardened veterans of the bloodletting on Iwo Jima, Peleliu, Saipan,
and Tarawa. If they were successful in capturing the linchpin of the Ryukyu Islands, the
Japanese mainland would lie defenseless to American ships, troops, and planes, all to be based
a mere 350 miles away. Indeed, after the battle and despite the horrific costs, the official military
history of Okinawa declared that “the military value of Okinawa exceeded all hope” as a base for
“an even more desperate struggle to come.”But the Americans in their great confidence and
careful preparation had also overlooked an essential but bitter truth about their proposed
campaign. The enemy would fight this battle in a manner not entirely explicable by the strategic
calculus involved in losing Okinawa. Nor did he much care about the Americans’ proven tactical
and material superiority—much less about the age-old Western idea that the purpose of battle
was largely to defeat the enemy, obtain his surrender, advise him of the futility of subsequent
resistance, and therein achieve results that mere politics could not.Indeed, the Japanese did not
realistically hope militarily to defeat the invaders on Okinawa at all! Nor did they worry whether
their own army, navy, and air forces would survive the conflict. And the defenders may even have



accepted that after the fighting, Okinawa, for a time, would—at least for a few months or even
years—become American and not Japanese. Col. Hiromichi Yahara, the brilliant architect of the
Japanese defenses, wrote after the war that “the fact is that we never had a chance for victory
on Okinawa.”Instead, by mid-1945 the desperate Japanese military’s aims were quite different
from all conventional war wisdom. And so their plans were also very simple: kill so many
Americans, blow up or shoot down so many aircraft, and sink so many of their ships that the
United States—both its stunned military and its grieving citizens back home—would never wish
to undergo such an ordeal again. After the butchery to come on Okinawa, perhaps these rather
affluent and soft Westerners would seek a negotiated armistice from Japan—and not tolerate
another, greater cataclysm on the mainland in pursuit of an unnecessary unconditional
surrender. Okinawa, then, was to offer a suicidal lesson to Americans to stop before they found
themselves dying in the millions on the beaches of the Japanese motherland. In the words of the
historian Joseph Alexander, the Japanese saw Okinawa as the “England of the Pacific”—a
proximate island that would likewise serve as an enormous staging area and supply depot for
the eventual foreign annexation of the sacred soil of Japan itself.In that context, despite the
Americans’ skill and overwhelming material preponderance, much of the advantage on the
island still lay with the Japanese in this new phase of attrition. Because Okinawa was larger than
many of the other Pacific atolls of the previous campaigns, because it was a home island of the
Japanese empire, because of its unpredictable weather, coral rock, prepared fortifications, and
dense vegetation, and because of the number, nature, and leadership of the Japanese
defenders, nearly every combatant on the island in theory could resist to the death for a very
long time. The commander of the island’s defenses, Gen. Mitsuru Ushijima, had written a brief
slogan to cheer on his troops that summed up the Japanese strategy: “One Plane for One
Warship; One Boat for One Ship; One Man for Ten of the Enemy or One Tank.” As it turned out,
instead, Americans would kill ten Japanese for every one they lost. Yet even to this day they still
feel that something had gone terribly wrong during the campaign. And it had.Even if, as the
planners thought, Okinawa were merely to be conquered, Operation Iceberg had not made
allowances for the attacker’s age-old and necessary edge in numerical superiority. There were
only one and a half, not the requisite three, American invaders to match each Japanese
defender. Yet to kill all the Japanese—110,000 soldiers and thousands more civilians who would
resist at their sides, whether coerced or willing—how many American combatants would that
gruesome task require? A million? A ten-to-one ratio of offense to defense? Just how many
American infantrymen, bombers, and warships would be needed to blast out every Japanese in
every cave of the island? And did the Americans realize that an entire army of over 100,000 men
had become veritable subterranean and nocturnal terrorists—snipers, suicide bombers, and
ambushers who would hide beneath coral at day and unleash artillery, mortar, and automatic
weapons fire at night? If it cost 6,000 American dead to kill 23,000 Japanese on Iwo Jima, how
many fatalities would be incurred in eliminating 110,000 more experienced troops on Okinawa?
In hindsight, Okinawa would prove not that the Americans had marshaled too few troops to take



the island, but that its massive armada was in fact far too small to eliminate the enemy without
suffering catastrophic losses in the process. American field artillery on the island itself would fire
1,104,630 105mm howitzer shells—and another 600,000 rounds of various calibers from
115mm to 75mm—during the course of the three-month campaign. Fifteen of such monstrous
shells were fired for every Japanese death—and still such munitions could not save thousands
of Americans from being killed. Before the battle was even half over, the Americans had already
dropped thousands of tons of explosives on Ushijima’s soldiers, without achieving any clear
weakening of the enemy’s will to resist.Japanese tactics were for the most part well thought out—
given the acceptance of the realities of war in mid-1945 when American bombers for weeks prior
had incinerated many of the key factories on the mainland while surface ships and submarines
made reinforcement and resupply anywhere in the Pacific island empire almost impossible.
Generals Ushijima and Isamu Cho—the infamous rightist who in 1931 had once engaged in a
terror campaign of assassination to hijack the Tokyo civilian government—along with the brilliant
Colonel Yahara, planned to let the Americans land on the beaches unopposed. Then they would
lure them into well-fortified Japanese positions in the southern part of the island before
systematically grinding them up. By day there would hardly be a Japanese in sight; at night tens
of thousands would shell and attack American lines—small teams infiltrating as often as
possible to nullify American advantages in naval and ground gunfire. Although Okinawa is a
huge island of several hundred square miles, the convergence of over 100,000 troops of the
Imperial 32nd Army into the southern third of the island in a series of fortified lines meant that the
Japanese, not the Americans, possessed the high ground and the greater concentration of
force.There, hidden wheeled artillery would pound the Americans, only to be drawn back on
tracks into the safety of caves and fortifications. The southern Japanese defenses—a series of
sequential barriers anchored by the two great so-called Machinao and Shuri fortified lines—had
been diabolically adapted to the hills, gorges, and escarpments. Hundreds of camouflaged
concrete bunkers and pillboxes allowed uninterrupted fields of fire, remained almost
impenetrable from the air, and ensured mutual support and reinforcement through tunnels,
telephone and radio communications, and hidden paths. Troops were dug in on the reverse
slopes with the intention of luring Americans up to the crests—only to mow them down as they
unknowingly exposed themselves on the ridges.Other scattered infantry units would fight in
almost invisible pockets, popping up to shoot Americans who passed by, slipping into their
fortified positions at dark, and using snipers to target officers day and night. Meanwhile, as the
Americans on the southern part of the island were being immobilized and slowly ground up,
kamikaze planes and “suicide” boats—350 were captured and destroyed on the nearby Kerama
Islands—would systematically wreck the American fleet off the coast, ensuring its withdrawal
and thus the isolation of the land forces.Then, without resupply, the fighting would degenerate
into a sort of Götterdämmerung as Okinawa became a final inferno for friend and foe alike—as
the Americans, like the Japanese, would have to make do only with what ammunition and
supplies were left on the island itself. The more the kamikazes hit the American navy, the more



the pressure would be on the land forces to make costly attacks on the entrenched Japanese,
take the island frontally and rapidly, and so free vulnerable ships from the deadly range of
suicide planes based nearby on the mainland. If there was no chance of escape from the island,
then the only hope for Japanese salvation would be to kill so many Americans on land and at
sea that they would exit and bypass the island, nursing wounds so grievous that they would not
dare repeat the ordeal on the mainland.The Americans, of course, had very different ideas.
General Buckner, who commanded all land forces in the invasion under the rubric of the 10th
Army, part of a larger joint expeditionary task force, looked not so much at the nature of the island
—tragically so in retrospect—but rather at the unprecedented killing power of the U.S. fleet, the
logistical capacity of the American army, and the deadly nature of his Marines who had never yet
for very long given ground or failed to capture a fortified Japanese position, despite horrific
carnage on Tarawa, Iwo Jima, and Peleliu. In his view, the preliminary carrier bomber attacks of
February and March would immobilize all Japanese airfields on the island, ensuring air
superiority over Okinawa itself.Then on the day of the landing, naval shelling and further
saturation bombing could destroy the most formidable artillery and command emplacements—if
they had not already been obliterated from continual aerial bombing since mid-February. That
bombardment would allow a buildup of supplies—thousands of vehicles, millions of artillery
shells, tons of gasoline, food, and small-arms ammunition—guaranteeing overwhelming
American firepower against the finite and always dwindling material reserves of the isolated
Japanese. In fact, on average the Americans unloaded about 200,000 tons of matériel on the
Okinawa beaches almost every week of the campaign, as ships (458 in all) streamed in from the
Philippines, the Marianas, Hawaii, and San Francisco almost daily.Once on the island, armored
columns—in the manner of successful head-on assaults practiced in the European theater—
would plow through concentrations of lightly armed Japanese, as carrier fighters and bombers
along with mobile artillery could be directed by radios to strafe and pound islands of resistance.
In days the Americans should be able to herd the retreating Japanese into a final noose, where
they would face surrender—or annihilation by combined aerial, ground, and naval
bombardment. Or so the American generals, who knew nothing of coral, caves, and Japanese
tactical genius, believed.In hindsight, it would have been far wiser for General Buckner first to
have pondered the challenges of steep gorges and nearly impassable terrain, the deadly nature
of the kamikaze threat, and the frequency of cloudy and rainy weather over Okinawa. Constant
rain especially prevented accurate reconnaissance; it hampered bombing and mired armor and
infantry alike in knee-deep mud. Caution and better surveillance would have presented a chilling
scenario of the true obstacles ahead: Okinawa was protected by 110,000 crack Japanese troops
—five times the number found on Iwo Jima—not the preinvasion estimates of 65,000.The
defenders had had nearly a year to craft impenetrable fortifications with multiple entries and
exits. Nearly a half million native Okinawans were mixed in with the defenders, both as innocents
and active combatants. There may not have been a single bulldozer on the island or any three-
ton trucks, but nearly a quarter million laborers with shovels and picks had invested over a year



in pouring cement, digging underground tunnels—eventually to comprise a vast latticework
some sixty miles in extent—carving out coral redoubts, and then supplying the entire fortified
maze with nearly unlimited supplies of water, food, and ammunition. Given the terrain, the
absence of reliable roads, and the shortage of fuel, day laborers could in the long run be as
efficient as fleets of earthmoving machines. Three of the most aggressive and experienced
Japanese ground commanders in the Imperial Army were in charge of the opposition. Indeed, as
it turned out, the Japanese had a far more accurate estimate of the size, nature, and timetable of
the American invasion than the Americans did of the Japanese defenses.Did the Americans
really understand that, whereas their fleet was relatively stationary and well beyond the
protection of their own land-based fighters and bombers, the Japanese had use of thousands of
fighters less than four hundred miles away on the mainland? That the Japanese could lose their
Okinawan airfields and still have plenty of homeland planes reach the American fleet from
hundreds of bases in a little over two hours?Had the American high command anticipated such
resistance, then they might have bombed far longer, brought in even more troops, and once on
the ground fought an entirely different war—surrounding and isolating but not storming
Japanese positions, outflanking lines of resistance through amphibious landings to their rear,
accepting a six-month battle of attrition rather than demanding three months of annihilation. But
then that was not the Marine way—at least not after a string of Pacific island successes and at a
time when American troops and supplies were arriving overseas in unheard-of numbers. How
could an American army progress to the final showdown on the mainland after conceding that
110,000 enemy soldiers were to be bypassed out of fear of casualties? And so the Americans
indeed pressed on to victory—in the end to be saved not only by their superior firepower,
supplies, and know-how, but also through the innate courage and bloody sacrifice of what was
probably the most unquestioning generation of Americans this nation has yet
produced.Somewhere in between General Buckner’s and General Ushijima’s ideal plans of war
making, a quarter million people were to die—often a few inches from each other—in a mere
ninety days. Yet for most of the first week the battle for Okinawa transpired almost exactly as
each side had anticipated without much loss on either side. On the day of the landings,
American ships laid down the greatest barrage in naval history—44,825 heavy, 33,000 rocket,
and 22,500 mortar shells. Had each shot killed just one Japanese soldier, the battle would have
ended before it started. Most of the shells, however, exploded harmlessly amid the concrete and
coral. A few salvos brought death—but more often to civilians who lacked the protective
entrenchments of their Japanese overseers.The fleet’s gunnery was joined by waves of carrier
planes that strafed and bombed the beach and immediate vicinity. When the Americans landed
—again over 50,000 on the first day alone—they lost only 28 men killed and took the first four
days’ planned objectives by nightfall. Two large enemy airfields were captured within hours.
Scattered kamikaze attacks during the first few days had damaged only a half dozen ships,
including the heavy cruiser Indianapolis, the battleship West Virginia, and the carrier
Indefatigable. Otherwise the fleet was relatively safe. The invasion was making remarkable



progress as Marines raced throughout the north and center of the island while the army headed
for the enemy defensive lines to the south.Buckner’s senior Marine commander, General Geiger,
remarked of the rapid advancement and light casualties, “Don’t ask me why we haven’t had
more opposition. I don’t understand it. But now we’re in a position to work over the Jap forces at
our leisure at the least possible loss to ourselves.” Admiring the bombardment and the easy
landings, Admiral Turner reported to Nimitz’s headquarters, “I may be crazy, but it looks like the
Japanese have quit the war, at least in this sector.”That initial optimism after the easy landings
continued for a week in the north, as the 6th Marine Division with only occasional hard fighting
crushed most of the Japanese resistance by April 12. By April 20 it and other Marine contingents
had essentially subdued two-thirds of the island. But on the seas the tempo of the battle had
already shifted dramatically on April 6, when an unforeseen and enormous flight of over 200
Japanese kamikazes descended on the American fleet. They sank four ships and damaged ten
others—as the prelude to a failed one-way strike by the 70,000-ton battleship Yamato and its
escort destroyers and cruisers. Then for the next ten weeks the Americans would fight off at
least ten organized kamikaze sorties of hundreds of planes, and lose 5,000 sailors in the most
costly of any single battle in the history of the United States Navy.Meanwhile, on the
southwestern part of the island, U.S. Army battalions at last reached the formidable defenses at
the Kakazu Ridge—coral hills pitted with caves and passageways full of Japanese defenders of
the 13th Infantry Battalion under the command of the gifted Colonel Hara. After failed assaults
during April 9–12, the GIs suffered nearly 3,000 casualties, killed over 4,000 of Hara’s troops, but
had still not taken the needed few hundred yards of coral. The Americans at last realized that
they had marched into an enormous trap of waiting, dug-in Japanese armed with concealed
heavy weapons. And from April 10 to 24, nearly the entire American army in the south made
repeated but failed efforts to blast through the Japanese defenses.The Americans inexplicably
failed to modify their initial operational plan in light of the sudden and unexpected Japanese
ferocity. Instead, they continued to plunge ahead. No enemy could have made more ingenious
use of the naturally rugged landscape or fought harder than the Japanese. Unfortunately, they
were opposed by an adversary whose overwhelming firepower and superior technology were
not substitutes for martial courage and skill in hand-to-hand killing, but mere ancillaries. Despite
Japanese bombardment by ghastly 320mm mortars and an array of 75mm and 150mm
howitzers, 47mm antitank guns, hundreds of hidden machine guns, the sudden news of the
death of President Roosevelt on April 12, and a massive counterattack on April 13, U.S. Army
units regrouped and continued south to be joined eventually later in the month by Marines
returning from their conquest of the northern Motobu Peninsula.The first hills of the Shuri
defenses began to fall by April 20. On April 25, General Ushijima had retreated to the even more
formidable last bastions behind the Shuri line, where the fighting remained stalemated for much
of May. The so-called “blowtorch and corkscrew” method, in which either gasoline was pumped
into caves and ignited, or cave entrances were blown up by explosives—or both—ensured that
the fighting was increasingly dirty and hand-to-hand. When some Japanese units proved nearly



impregnable in their underground redoubts, smoke bombs, phosphorous grenades, and huge
amounts of pumped gasoline were used to force their egress.The struggle on Sugar Loaf Hill
between May 12 and 19 was especially desperate as Marines tried to storm the slope in the
manner of Japanese banzai attacks while the enemy in the American way relied on superior
firepower from entrenched positions. Army brigades reinforced by Marines would slog through
mud and rain for weeks on end but find no success until May 21, when Ushijima finally brought
what was left of the Japanese 32nd Army back to the last redoubt on the southwest corner of the
island. Yet fighting there would still rage on for the remainder of June. General Buckner himself
was killed on June 18, the highest-ranking American officer to die in the Pacific theater during
the Second World War. Ushijima and Cho would commit suicide a week later.Okinawa was not
considered officially secure until July 2. If the Japanese 32nd Army was annihilated, the
American 10th Army was nearly ruined and would need months to reconstitute its shattered
army and Marine divisions. Whether because of pleas from the navy to accelerate the offensive
to save the fleet from nearly daily kamikaze attacks, or due to growing army frustration at gaining
so little ground at such great costs, General Buckner poured in more men to continue the
piecemeal frontal assaults and ignored his subordinates’ suggestions to starve, surround, or
bypass the determined Japanese resistance. Maj. Gen. Andrew Bruce, commander of the
army’s 77th Infantry Division, for example, argued vehemently for a southern landing behind the
Shuri lines to force the Japanese to fight in both directions. He had his plans rejected on
grounds that it would divert precious supplies from the main frontal assault and would only result
in a double theater of attrition.Likewise, the redeployment from the north of two Marine divisions
in late April also would follow preexisting strategy, the divisions being used solely to replace
battered army regiments—some with less than 40 percent combat efficiency and with shattered
platoons of five or six men—rather than being employed in amphibious landings at the Japanese
rear. The attackers would pay dearly for such orthodoxy for much of May. Postbellum interviews
by surviving Japanese—especially the testimony of the brilliant Colonel Yahara—revealed that
such additional landings would probably have cracked the tenuous Japanese lines of defense
far earlier.The result was that American ground and naval forces suffered 12,520 killed and
another 33,631 wounded or missing in the three months between the invasion on April 1 and the
official end of the Okinawa campaign on July 2. Although the naval air forces had fought gallantly
in both attacking the island and the mainland, and defending the fleet, they nevertheless lost
763 planes in the air and on carriers in just ninety days—the Japanese purportedly losing five
times that number. Besides the loss of eight patrolling planes every day, the American navy still
suffered its worst damage in its then 170-year history—a staggering 36 ships sunk and 368 hit.
For each week of the campaign, three craft went to the bottom and another 30 were bombed or
crashed into by the enemy. Indeed, four ships from the fleet on average were hit by kamikazes
every day for the duration of their deployment off Okinawa. The Japanese improbably claimed
that nearly 10,000 naval planes—the vast majority of them conventional bombers and fighters—
had taken some part in the battle between March and June.
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Ursula Fuengerlings, “Personal ripples. My history teacher in Germany asked me a long time
ago: "Ursula, what happened in 1917?" My answer was: "My grandfather was 19 and wounded
in the first World war. He was sent home, survived, married my grandmother and had 3 children,
one is my father. His injuries made him unfit for battle in the following war, in which he stayed
home and protected our little village... I could go on and on and of course this was not the
answer my teacher was looking for. The pathos after WW2 in Germany was palpable and my
generation's empathy for our silenced elders avoided the ever present elephant in the room. The
first pages of this book touched me in ways I can't describe. I love all of Professor Hanson's
writings, I don't just read it, I bath in it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This is the human impact of war.. This book is brillantly written, it walks you
with the Author througn the impact to his family that his uncle's death had on his familty both
those that were alive at the time of his uncles death and those who were yet to be born. It
reinforces that not just the death of a Marine but also the small death the family suffers for a
long time. It is gut wrenching not only with his uncle death but also with wondering of the what
might have been if he had not died. It descibes what happens when loved ones lose that dead
relative. It also shows how wars of the past still impact current wars,”

Mark C. Phinney, “Well Worth the Time and Effort. Excellent and detailed recounting of the battle
for Okinawa. The description of the effects of the death of an uncle highlights the personal
impacts of a combatant's death on family and comrades. I have no background to evaluate
VDH's presentation on either Shiloh or Delium. His epilogue is worthy of reading on its own.”

Robert Metzger, “Battles in Time. Dr Hanson again demonstrates his masterful grasp of military
history. The Ripples of Battle are a masterpiece of comparative events in history. I continue to
salute VDH and strongly recommend his work to those wishing to see history made interesting
with unique writing skills.”

Sam Moss, “***Really Good Book***. This one covers how things got to be and why some things
became the way they did. Well written and heart felt. It brings forth the evolution of tactics which
brought forth strategy.”

Brendan W., “Riveting. A fascinating tour through the political, the social, and the personal
implications that three relatively obscure battles have on our world today. Hanson brings you to
the epicenter of the battle and shows how a few hours of fighting can change military strategy,
art, and personal histories. Ripples of Battle meets the highest bar for historical writing,
prompting you to reflect on how the events of Okinawa, Shiloh, and Delium have even affected
you.  Bravo.”



Old Duffy, “Rare Insight. Once again VDH has given us a look at what makes this world the place
that it is. And let's us imagine what history would be if one moment had been different. Well done
Dr. Hanson.”

Bruce Loveitt, “Handsomely Done. If you enjoyed "Carnage And Culture," I am sure you will also
like "Ripples Of Battle." Mr. Hanson is an academic who knows how to write clearly, and in a
style which can best be described as conversational: you feel as though you are in his classroom
(a small classroom, not a lecture hall) and he's just chatting with you. Whether he's writing about
the movements of hoplites and cavalry at the Battle of Delium, the plays of Euripides, Socratic
philosophy, Japanese kamikaze pilots, or the miraculous feats of Nathan Bedford Forrest at the
Battle of Shiloh, it is all explained so that the layperson can understand it (without being
"dumbed down") and it is all fascinating. Mr. Hanson is a writer who has more ideas in one
chapter than most authors have in an entire book. If you think I'm just blowing smoke, consider
what's under discussion in the chapter on the Battle of Delium, which took place in Greece in
424 B.C. : there is the background to the battle (why it was fought); the strategy and tactics of the
battle itself; Greek religious beliefs ( the victorious Boeotians wouldn't let the Athenians gather
up their dead from the battlefield, so they could be buried quickly - before the bodies started to
decay. This was to retaliate for the fact that the Athenians, after the battle, occupied a Boeotian
temple); how the battle changed the way future battles were fought (the Boeotians introduced
the concept of holding back a "strategic reserve," to be brought into the battle at the proper
moment. They also coordinated cavalry with infantry and arranged their hoplites in deepened
columns); the importance to the history of Western philosophy that Socrates (the Greeks saw no
contradiction in combining a life of martial action with a life of contemplation) survived the battle.
These are just a few of the things that are discussed - so you can see that the book is not just
about the nuts-and-bolts of the battles. Personally, I found this one chapter "worth the price of
admission." However, the other chapters are equally good. For example, we learn how the Battle
of Shiloh rehabilitated the career of General Sherman (who, only a few months before, had been
referred to as "crazy"); forged the friendship/partnership between Sherman and Grant; made a
popular hero of Confederate officer Nathan Bedford Forrest (who single-handedly rode into a
brigade of Sherman's troops, took a point-blank bullet in the back, near his spine, yet managed
to lift a Union soldier off the ground and plop him behind him on his horse to use as a "human
shield" while Forrest galloped back to the Confederate position. Forrest was back in action two
months later. It is also noteworthy that after the war, for a short while, Forrest was the head of the
newly formed Ku Klux Klan); and, in a bizarre twist of history, resulted in the writing of the novel
"Ben-Hur" (which, by 1936, had earned the greatest amount of money of any novel in American
history) - but, I don't want to give THAT story away! "Ripples Of Battle" contains so many
different threads and ideas that there really is something here for everyone - even the serious
student of military history, who may know these battles inside-out, will find much to think about.
Is this book perfect? Of course not. Mr. Hanson has lots of opinions, and some of them



(depending upon which side of the fence you are standing on) are bound to rub you the wrong
way. For example, in the chapter on Shiloh, the author writes that Sherman was so appalled by
the carnage that he thought there must have been a better way of fighting the war - namely, carry
it to the civilians - which led to the March To The Sea. Fair enough, so far. But I didn't agree with
Mr. Hanson's assertion that Sherman's March caused "ripples" which affected the way later wars
were fought. Frankly, I don't see the evidence, and the author is very lax in supplying any. I also
didn't agree (and many Southerners won't, either) with Mr. Hanson's claim that Sherman left the
"little man" alone - that on his March through Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina his
troops specifically targeted only the homes and farms of the rich people who supported
secession. If Mr. Hanson really holds this view, I find it amazing. He is too good a military
historian to be unaware of what happens when troops (especially unopposed troops) are
unleashed on the countryside and are told to "live off the land." The idea of Sherman's March
was to destroy the Southern infrastructure and to break the morale of the general population -
period. Still, this book is full of so many good things that even the occasional slip-up cannot
cause me to lower my opinion of the whole. This is a book that is well-worth reading.”

Semper Victor, “Histoire bataille et « longue durée ». « Ripples of Battle, How wars of the past
still determine how we fight », how we live and how we think (Victor D. Hanson) traite de trois
batailles (Okinawa, Shiloh et Delium), dans un ordre chronologique inversé, et analyse leurs
répercussions historiques et la manière dont elles ont influé sur le destin personnels de leurs
acteurs. On y retrouve au fil des pages les figures emblématiques de Sherman (le « héros
hansonien » absolu), Nathan B. Forrest, Alcibiade ou Socrate.Hanson démontre avec
pertinence la puissance et les implications historiques de chacune de ces batailles sur le long
terme. Le chapitre sur Delium est le plus réussi, notamment dans la manière dont est abordé
son impact sur des destins individuels. Et si Socrate avait été tué à Delium ? Et Si Alcibiade ne
l'avait pas sauvé ?. Puis, dans un second volet, l'auteur analyse en quoi Delium a façonné la
pensée Socratique (donc celle de Platon et donc celle de toute la philosophie occidentale),
comment elle a pesé sur la vie politique d'Alcibiade (et donc indirectement sur la chute
d'Athènes), comment elle annonçait la révolution de l'ordre oblique d'Epaminondas. Le sous-
chapitre sur Thespies, petite cité grecque dont les Hoplites ont été sacrifiés aux Thermopyles
puis à Delium est aussi particulièrement intéressant (on parle rarement des « perdants » de
l'Histoire, et cette cité qui a perdu deux fois 75% de sa population mâle en deux batailles et
édifiante à ce sujet). Hanson traite d'Okinawa de manière parfois personnelle (en évoquant
l'histoire de sa famille) et Shiloh de manière plus classique.Hanson parle aussi dans « Ripples
of Battle » de son sujet fétiche à la manière spécifiquement occidentale, slon lui, de mener la
guerre. Dans sa conclusion, Hanson fait également de très pertinents commentaires sur la
France d'après le carnage de la première guerre mondiale et de sa tentation de « sortir » du
modèle occidental.Non traduit en français, cet ouvrage d'Hanson est pourtant avec « Le modèle
occidental de la guerre » le plus réussi des ouvrages de Victor Davis Hanson.”



The book by Victor Davis Hanson has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 165 people have provided
feedback.
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